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Abstract. Quantum bases of consciousness are considered with psychosomatic as well as cognitive
implications of two cognitive modes of individual consciousness (direct religious/creative, characteristic of
quantum-coherent transitional and altered states of individual consciousness, and indirect
perceptually/rationally mediated, characteristic of classically-reduced normal states of individual
consciousness), alongside with conditions of transformations of one mode into another. Tabular comparative
presentation of the possibilities in modelling cognitive and psychosomatic functions (consciousness,
perception, creativity, memorising, learning, thinking, language, emotions, transpersonal interactions) is
given as well, by using classical-electrochemical hierarchical brain neural networks and quantumholographic microwave Hopfield-like acupuncture neural networks modulated by ultralowfrequency
electromagnetic fields of brainwaves, combined with quantum decoherence theory.
Keywords: Quantum & Classical Hopfield-like Associative Neural Networks; Two Cognitive Modes of
Individual Consciousness: Quantum (Altered/Transitional States) & Classical (Normal States); Quantum
Holography & Quantum Decoherence; Comparative Modelling of Cognitive and Psychosomatic Functions
(Consciousness, Perception, Creativity, Memorising, Learning, Thinking, Language, Emotions,
Transpersonal Interactions).

1. INTRODUCTION
The prevailing scientific paradigm considers information processing within the central nervous
system as occurring through hierarchically organised and interconnected neural networks [1-3].
Alongside with the development of experimental techniques enabling physiological investigation of
interactions of hierarchically interconnected neighbouring levels of biological neural networks,
significant contribution in establishing the neural network paradigm was given by theoretical
breakthroughs in this field during the past two decades [2]. It seems that this hierarchy of biological
neural networks is going down subcellular citosceleton level, being according to some scientists a kind
of interface between neural and quantum level [4], the last one having within the Feynman propagator
version of Schrodinger equation analogous mathematical formalism as the Hopfield associative neural
network [3].
The mentioned analogy opens additional fundamental question how quantum parallel processing
level gives rise classical parallel processing one, which is a general problem of relationship between
quantum and classical levels within the quantum decoherence theory as well [5]; naturally, the same
question is closely related to fundamental nature of consciousness, whose indeterministic manifestations
of free will [6-8], and other holistic manifestations of consciousness, like transitional states [8] and
altered states of consciousness [9], conscious/unconscious transitions and consciousness pervading body
[10] - necessarily imply that some manifestations of consciousness must have deeper quantum origin,
with significant psychosomatic and cognitive implications which will be elaborated in this paper.

2. MACROSCOPIC QUANTUM EFFECTS IN BIOPHYSICS AND QUANTUM ROOTS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS: PSYCHOSOMATIC IMPLICATIONS
As demonstrated by quantum-coherent characteristics of the Russian-Ukrainian school of
microwave resonance therapy (MRT) [11,12] (highly resonant microwave (MW) sensory response of
the disordered organism, biologically efficient nontermal MW radiation of the extremely low intensity,
and neglecting MW energy losses alongside acupuncture meridians), the acupuncture system is the only
macroscopic quantum system in our body (while brain still seems not to be [13]). And as recent
investigations show that any quantum system has formal mathematical structure of quantumholographic associative neural network [3] - then memory attractors of the acupuncture network can be
treated as psychosomatic disorders representing EM/MW (quantum)holistic records (which might be
therefore removed only holistically, supported by an extreme efficiency of the MRT therapy that
consequently erases the very information of the psychosomatic disorders, cf. Fig. 1) - which represents
biophysical basis of (quantum)holistic local psychosomatics [8,14,15]! An additional support that
acupuncture system is really related to consciousness is provided by novel meridian (psychoenergetic)
therapies (with very fast removing of persistent phobias, allergies and other psychosomatic disorders
[16]), whose simultaneous effects of visualisation and tapping/touching acupuncture points might be
interpreted as a "smearing" of memory attractors of the psychosomatic disorders, through successive
imposing new boundary conditions in the acupuncture energy-state space during visualizations of the
psychosomatic problems [15].
On the other hand, if consciousness has indeterministic characteristics (free will), it still must play
essential role in the wave function quantum collapse [6-8], the only indeterministic property of the
quantum mechanics, which has itself manifestly open problems of the physical nature of nonlinear
collapse and relativistically inconsistent instantaneous action on distance of the nonlocal collapse of the
wave function [7,8]. One possible solution of the problem of (nonlinear) collapse is proposed by
Penrose [17] in gravitationally induced objective reduction of the wave function, while according to the
biophysical quantum-relativistic model of consciousness [8], the similar objective reduction of the wave
function might have quantum-gravitational origin in space-time microscopic wormhole tunnels of highly
noninertial microparticle interactions in quantum measurement-like situations (fully equivalent,
according to Einstein's principle of equivalence, to strong gravitational fields - in which opening of
wormholes is predicted [18]) - implying that von Neumann's ad hoc projection postulate [6] is based on
quantum gravitational phenomena [8], being on deeper physical level than nonrelativistic quantum
mechanical ones. On the other hand, nonlocality of collective consciousness [8], as a giant space-time
associative neural network with distributed individual consciousnesses (related to human bodily
acupuncture EM/ionic microwave ultralowfrequency-modulated quantum-holographic neural networks
[8,14,15], mutually interacting quantum-gravitationally in transitional states of individual consciousnesses
[8]), might explain (apparently) instantaneous action on distance in (nonlinear) quantum-gravitationally
induced and (nonlocally) channelled collapse by collective consciousness [8].
The remnant of these microscopic processes remained on the macroscopic level in transitional
states of individual consciousness (as highly noninertial processes of the out-of-body spatio-temporal
quantum-gravitational mentally-channelled tunnelling of the part of acupuncture EM/ionic quantumholographic neural network [8]), presenting biophysical basis [8,15] of numerous transpersonal
communications without space-time barriers (precognition and other esoteric phenomena and out-ofbody experiences [19], experiments with prayer [20] and other nonlocal interactions [21-23]), providing
also explanation for their transitional nature and poor reproducibility, as well as why they are most
easily mentally controlled shortly before entering altered states of consciousness, like sleep [8] - which
is in accordance with long-lasting empirical experiences of different religious/esoteric traditions of East
and West [24,25], implying the same biophysical basis of these phenomena in all religious/esoteric
traditions, as the cognitive apparatus of the people of all traditions is the same [26]. It should be also
pointed out that necessity of mental addressing on the target implies ontological personal aspect of
individual human consciousness [8], which is widely spread thesis of Christian religious tradition [24],
with the well known post-mortem implications.

Figure 1. Schematic presentation of the memory attractors of microwave (MW/dashed line)
ultralowfrequency (ULF/full line) modulated EM/ionic quantum-holographic acupuncture
system/consciousness of the k-th organism in the energy-eigenstate space ( E Sk , φ
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generalised on quantum-holographic collective consciousness, with religious/social implications on the
necessity of transpersonal spiritual quantum-holographic cleansing of all undeserved side memory
attractors (which, unless reprogrammed by prayer, will give rise to development of psychosomatic
diseases or interpersonal conflicts in this or further generations, to which these memory patterns will be
transpersonally and unconsciously temporally transferred through collective consciousness). On details
see the text.

What is really anticipated in transitional states of consciousness of individual consciousness
might be the time evolved state of cosmic collective consciousness Φ(t) S (to which individual
consciousness φ k (t)

Sk

has access, being the constituting part of cosmic collective consciousness) -

which is quantum-mechanically described by deterministic unitary evolution governed by Schrodinger
(or Feynman propagator) equation, without collapse [27]. In this respect, it is quite possible that strong
preferences in individual and collective futures might exist, governed by interpersonal mental loads, as
widely claimed in Eastern tradition [24], also presumably supported by contemporary mathematical
discovery of the hidden Old Testament's "Bible Code" [28]. However, the anticipated state might be
redefined by changing initial state of the several quantum-holographic mentally/emotionally interrelated
individual consciousnesses participating in collective consciousness, thus changing anticipated
preferences for individual and collective future [8]. This leaves the room for free will, implying that the
most efficient possibility for influence on future is practising prayer for the others emotionally
connected with (relatives, enemies, deceased), non-Schrodinger nonunitary quantum-gravitationally
mediated by powerful and purified EM/ionic vacuum excitations of archetype macroquantum spiritual
structures from religious traditions (removing in these imprinting interactions as a net effect the mutual
conflicts of the two persons interacting through mediated prayer), in accordance with the Christian
Orthodox hesychastic tradition [25] and Berdjaev's philosophy of freedom [29] - which represents the
biophysical basis of (quantum)holistic global psychosomatics [8,15]! This implies spiritual obligation
of everybody to reprogram his/her/its mental environment thus contributing to complete reprogramming
of collective consciousness and "the end of history" of conflicts, giving the full meaning of the life of
every individual disregarding his/her/its social status - which is fundamental question of both mental
hygiene and civil decency i.e. both spiritual and civil morality.
On the other hand, spontaneous transpersonal communications with information exchange in
transitional states of individual consciousness have evidently negative effects, as necessarily give rise to
global increase of psychosomatic loads on the level of macroscopic quantum spatio-temporal network
of collective consciousness [30] - while other methods of personality integration, like meditation [9] (as
an altered state of consciousness, contributing to accelerated integration of conscious and unconscious
levels of personality [8,15]) or deep psychotherapeutic practices [31] (oriented to recognition of the
origin of unconscious conflict and its ascending to conscious level), or meridian (psychoenergetic)
therapies [16] (with accelerated removing of phobias, allergies, and other psychosomatic disorders,
through “smearing” of memory attractors of psychosomatic disorders during successive touching of the
chosen acupuncture points and accompanied visualisation of the psychosomatic disorders [15]) - have
holistic character of the local psychosomatics and temporary effects on the level of individual
consciousness [8,15], as nonreprogrammed interpersonal conflicts within the others cause their
(unconscious) transpersonal reinducement within the first person (thus working in vein on individual
personality integration!) in transitional states of consciousness of these persons, thus reinducing
previous loads of collective consciousness.
At the same time, analogy between mathematical formalisms of Hopfield's associative neural
network and Feynman's propagator version of the Schrodinger equation [3], implies that collective
consciousness is possible ontological property of the physical field itself [8,15] with various
microquantum and macroquantum (both nonbiological and biological) excitations, which is widely
spread thesis of Eastern esoteric/religious traditions [32].
So it seems that the whole psychosomatics is quantum hologram, both on the level of individual
and collective consciousness, which resembles on Hinduistic relationship Brahman/Atman, as
wholeness and its part which holds information about the wholeness [24]. The mentioned quantumholographic picture also implies that quantum-holographic hierarchical parts hold information on
wholeness, enabling subtle quantum-holographic fractal coupling between different hierarchical levels,
which is presumably supported by novel discovery of quantum-holographic influence of the language
communication on the expression of genes, as well as of the fractal-information coupling of different
hierarchical levels in Nature [33]. This also implies quantum-holographic coupling of the acupuncture
and genetic levels, with mutual quantum-informational control of ontogenesis and morphogenesis,
starting from the first fertilised cell division which initialises differentiation of the acupuncture system
of (electrical synaptic) "gap-junctions" [34].

In this context, it might be said that three front lines of psychosomatic medicine exist: (a) the first
one is spirituality, where prayer for the others mentally/emotionally involved erases for good mutual
memory attractors on the level of collective consciousness; (b) the second one is traditional holistic
Eastern medicine and deep psychotherapeutic techniques, whose efforts temporary erase memory
attractors on the level of acupuncture system/individual consciousness, and prevent or alleviate their
somatization, as a consequence of the indolence on the first level; (c) the third one is conventional
Western medicine, whose activities through immunology, pharmacology, biomedical diagnostics, and
surgery, hinder or soothe somatic consequences of the carelessness on the first two levels. It should be
stressed, that necessary activities on the second and third levels, with neglect of the first level, have a
consequence of further transfer of memory attractors on the level of individual and collective
consciousness in this and further generations, thus accumulating quantum-holographic loads which
afterwards cause not only illnesses, but also interpersonal fights, wars, and other troubles.
3. QUANTUM AND CLASSICAL NEURAL NETWORKS FOR MODELING
TWO MODES OF CONSCIOUSNESS: COGNITIVE IMPLICATIONS
Accordingly, we may speak of two cognitive modes of individual consciousness [8,15]: the
quantum-coherent direct one (religious/creative, in altered and transitional states of consciousness) and
the classically-reduced indirect one (perceptually/rationally mediated, in normal states of consciousness)
- to which theoretical methods of associative neural networks and quantum neural holography [3] (cf.
Appendix I) combined with quantum decoherence theory [35] (cf. Appendix II) might be applied.
The direct cognitive mode of individual consciousness may be related to weakly coupled
consciousness-environment communication, within the nonlocal quantum-holographic/quantumgravitational space-time network of collective consciousness (characteristic of quantum-coherent
transitional and altered states of individual consciousness, in religious-esoteric transpersonal
communications, of the quantum-gravitationally tunnelled quantum-holographic-Hopfield-like
electromagnetic/ionic out-of-body displaced part of the acupuncture network of individual
consciousness, with the mentally addressed nonlocal environment-target, including anticipation in
intuition, precognition, and deep creative insights [8,15] - being after quantum collapsing in
classical/normal state of consciousness, through restituted strong coupling of quantum-holographicconsciousness-contents with the body, further subjected to indirect language/artistic/scientific filtering
through extended reticular-thalamic activated system, ERTAS [1], thus classically-reducing initially
obtained direct quantum-coherent information content - so explaining generally poor informational
rationalisation of the initial full quantum-holographic awareness of spiritual/religious mystical
experiences).
The indirect cognitive mode of individual consciousness may be related to strongly coupled
consciousness-body-environment communication via space-time limited perceptual sensations, further
processed by classical/electrochemical hierarchical neural networks and rationally filtered in conscious
content by approximate empirical/artistic/scientific concepts dependent of cultural/scientific tradition
and education of the inhabitants of some society (characteristic of classically-reduced normal states of
individual consciousness in everyday communications, additionally filtered and amplified by ERTAS
system - and afterwards transcribed in conscious content of the quantum-informational acupuncture
network of individual consciousness, via brainwaves' EM fields every ~ 0.1 s - so generating normal
"stream of consciousness" [3]).
More concretely, in approximation of almost non-interacting individual consciousnesses, the state
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These cognitive modes of individual consciousness are presumably interchanged by periodicity of
~ 2-hour ultradian rhythm, both in waking and sleep states [36], which according to quantum-relativistic
model of consciousness [8] might be the cause of corresponding changes in subjective sense in
transitions between normal and altered states of consciousness (with dilations of subjective time sense
and mixing of normally conscious and unconscious contents). According to this model, consciousness is
subtle internal display in the form of EM component of the acupuncture EM/ionic system, as
microwave/ultralowfrequency (MW/ULF) modulated quantum-holographic Hopfield-like neural
network, in which complete information is continuously coded (both normally conscious and
unconscious) from brain's neural networks (where synaptic coding is still electrochemical one),
mediated by brainwaves as an interface. Then altered states of consciousness (REM sleep phase,
hypnosis, meditation, hallucinogenic states, some psychopathological states, clinical death, ...) are
consequence of an out-of-body displacement of the part of EM/ionic acupuncture system (when its
"embedded" EM component of ionic currents propagates through slightly nonhomogeneous lowdielectric weakly ionised out-of-body gaseous structure) with ERTAS system switched off, while
normal states of consciousness (normal waking state, non-REM sleep phase, ...) are realised without
these displacements (when EM component of ionic currents propagates through strongly
nonhomogeneous high-dielectric body tissues). It should be specially pointed out that in altered states of
consciousness the EM component of ionic currents propagates both through the body and the displaced
part of the ionic acupuncture system, but conscious contribution of the first ones is negligible due to the
overlapping of non-amplified contents, while the second ones give rise to conscious contribution due to
good temporal differentiation of the same contents - and hence it seems that condition for strong
manifestation of altered states of consciousness is both switched off ERTAS and generation of the
displaced (out of body) part of acupuncture EM/ionic system [8]. This is typically fulfilled in altered
states of consciousness, when model also predicts mixing of normally conscious and unconscious
contents, due to relativistic Doppler mapping of the "objective" brainwave power spectrum (as a
superposition of γ, β, α, θ, and δ bands) on the "subjective" zero-frequency peak - this being the reason
for a role of REM-dreaming (and meditation) in integration of normally conscious and unconscious
contents (otherwise divided by normal daily brain functioning) around one dominant associative "ego"
state, and consequently personality growth and alleviation of emotional conflicts [8].
The above-mentioned division in two cognitive modes of individual consciousness, quantumcoherent direct one (in religious/creative altered and transitional states of consciousness) and
classically-reduced indirect one (in perceptually/rationally mediated normal states of consciousness) - is
still non-quite sharp.
Namely, in religious/creative altered and transitional states of consciousness, quantum-coherent
direct modus might be transformed into classically-reduced indirect mode, in the case of strong out-ofbody interaction consciousness-environment, with quantum-reduced out-of-body extrasensory
perception of the mentally addressed environment, which transforms out-of-body displaced part of
individual consciousness from nonstationary quantum-coherent state of the quantum-holographic
Hopfield-like neural network in the above described stationary classically-reduced stochastic state of the
classical Hopfield-like neural network. After interruption of this interaction, with returning out-of-body
displaced part of individual consciousness in quantum-gravitationally mentally-channelled tunnelling of
the displaced part of individual consciousness upon its body, this information is further transcribed
through (MW/ULF) EM interaction acupuncture system/nervous system and afterwards
language/artistic/scientific filtered by the brain hierarchical neural ERTAS system (with accompanied

brainwave "frequency uprising" thought from lower-frequency ULF (δ,θ) unconscious form of
subliminal thought to higher-frequency ULF (α,β,γ) conscious form, with significant unconsciouscontextual cognitive/linguistic and psychotherapeutic implications [37], cf. Table 1). It should be also
pointed out that mentioned (MW/ULF) EM acupuncture system/nervous system interaction has its
threshold potential of the nervous electrochemical synapses (in contrast to practically non-existing
threshold potential of the acupuncture electrical "gap-junction" synapses [8,14], which makes bodily
acupuncture system an extremely sensitive quantum sensor) and therefore filters all thus extrasensory
obtained information below nervous threshold potential, preventing them to be additionally
language/artistic/scientific articulated by the brain hierarchical neural ERTAS system - enabling further
processing of only that information which is sufficiently "emotionally coloured" i.e. has sufficient
critical depth of MW/ULF EM acupuncture memory attractors (cf. Fig. 1), or has greater general
acupuncture energetic potential (inborn or gained through various traditional techniques of stimulation,
deep breathing, relaxation, meditation or prayer).
On the contrary, the reverse nervous system/acupuncture system interaction - effective in
transcription of language/artistic/scientific articulated brain information into conscious content of the
acupuncture network of individual consciousness, mediated by ULF EM field of brain neural activities
every ~ 0.1 s thus generating normal "stream of consciousness" and ULF-modulating acupuncture MWmemory attractors - is going without threshold limits. In this context, in perceptually/rationally mediated
normal states of consciousness, the classically-reduced indirect mode can be transformed into quantumcoherent direct mode of individual consciousness after ULF EM transcription of the brain articulated
information into conscious content during interaction nervous system/acupuncture system, in the case of
short-lasting nonstationary excitations of acupuncture system in interactions with strongly changing
environment (cf. Appendix II) - like MRT or other types of acupuncture stimulation, inhalation of the
air ions in deep yoga breathing and their redistribution over acupuncture system, different meditative
and other psycho-muscular relaxation techniques, stressful situations, transitional and altered states of
consciousness [14] - which transform the acupuncture system from stationary classically-reduced
stochastic state of classical Hopfield-like neural network into nonstationary quantum-coherent state of
quantum-holographic Hopfield-like neural network, which afterwards collapses into next stationary
classically-reduced state. This can be also a model of (most frequently) perceptually/rationally induced
strong intentional classical/quantum/classical stationary/nonstationary/stationary backward hierarchical
(inter)actions nervous/acupuncture/nervous systems - i.e. model of free will!
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, quantum bases of consciousness are considered with psychosomatic as well as
cognitive implications of two cognitive modes of individual consciousness: the quantum-coherent direct
one and the classically-reduced indirect one, alongside with conditions of transformations of one mode
into another - to which theoretical methods of associative neural networks and quantum neural
holography, combined with quantum decoherence theory, might be applied.
The direct cognitive mode of individual consciousness might be related to weakly coupled
consciousness-environment communication, within the nonlocal quantum-holographic/quantumgravitational Hopfield-like space-time network of collective consciousness (characteristic of quantumcoherent transitional and altered states of individual consciousness in religious-esoteric transpersonal
communications, including anticipation in intuition, precognition, and deep creative insights), while the
indirect cognitive mode of individual consciousness might be related to strongly coupled consciousnessbody-environment communication via space-time limited perceptual sensations, further processed by
classical/electrochemical hierarchical neural networks and rationally filtered in conscious content by
approximate empirical/artistic/scientific concepts dependent of cultural/scientific tradition and education
of the inhabitants of some society (characteristic of classically-reduced normal states of individual
consciousness in everyday communications - being generally poorer in information than full quantumholographic awareness of spiritual/religious mystical experiences). In Table 1 comparative presentation
of the possibilities in modelling cognitive and psychosomatic functions (consciousness, perception,
creativity, memorising, learning, thinking, language, emotions, and transpersonal interactions) is given
as well.

Table 1. Comparative presentation of the possibilities in modeling cognitive and psychosomatic functions by
combined using of classical-electrochemical hierarchical brain neural networks and quantum-holographic
microwave (MW) Hopfield-like acupuncture neural networks modulated by ultralowfrequency (ULF)
electromagnetic (EM) fields of brainwaves.
FUNCTION

CLASSICAL-ELECTROCHEMICAL
HIERARCHICAL BRAIN
NEURAL NETWORKS

QUANTUM-HOLOGRAPHIC MW HOPFIELD-LIKE
ACUPUNCTURE NEURAL NETWORKS
MODULATED BY ULF EM FIELDS OF BRAINWAVES

• hierarchical extended reticularthalamic activated system
ERTAS (amplitude and
frequency modulation) [1,37]

• biophysical quantum-holographic nature of individual
consciousness, related to MW/ULF-modulated EM field of
the acupuncture system [8,14,15]
• biophysical quantum-holographic nature of individual
consciousness, related to the unified physical field [8,15]
• quantum-coherent transitional and altered states of
consciousness (REM sleep, meditation, hypnosis,
hallucinogenic states, out-of-body clinical death
experiences, ...) [8,15]

CONSCIOUSNESS

• classically-reduced normal states of consciousness [8,15]
• free will as (most frequently) perceptually/rationally
mediated strong intentional classical/quantum/classical
backward hierarchical (inter)actions
nervous/acupuncture/nervous systems [8,15]

PERCEPTION

• indirect (perceptually-rationally
modulated, selected and
rationally-filtered classicalelectrochemical) communication
of hierarchical brain neural
networks with nearby
environment (image, sound,
olfaction, flavour, tactile) [1-3]

CREATIVITY

• direct (extrasensory transpersonal religious-creative
quantum-holographic) communication of the acupuncture
network of individual consciousness with mentallyaddressed target within quantum-gravitational network
of collective consciousness, in transitional and altered
states of consciousness - which collapses into one of
quantum alternatives by returning into normal state of
consciousness under the "pressure" of the bodily
macroscopic environment, thus becoming classical
indirect language/artistic/scientific filtered information
[8,15]
• anticipating mentally controlled quantum-holographic
states, in transitional and altered states of consciousness
[8,15]
• intense associative coupling of conscious and unconscious
contents in altered states of consciousness [8,15]

• spatial synaptic activation
(short-term and long-term
memory) [1-3]

• spatial memorising in the form of quantum-holographic
attractors of the acupuncture network (as the basis of
holistic psychosomatic disorders) - combined with EM
interactions with hierarchical neural ERTAS networks
[8,15]

MEMORIZING

• nonlinear classicalelectrochemical brain neural
networks (generalisation) [1-3]
LEARNING

• ULF memorising for various lower-frequency (δ,θ)
unconscious levels and higher-frequency (α,β,γ)conscious
levels [8,37]

• nonlinear quantum-holographic acupuncture networks
(generalization), with distribution of the generalized
information through EM interaction of the acupuncture
network with hierarchical neural ERTAS networks [8,15]

• nonlocal distribution (of locally learned) information in
hierarchical neural ERTAS networks through ULF
brainwaves (before habituation) [8,15,37]

Table 1 (continued)

THINKING

LANGUAGE

• emotional and language
modulation of information [1-3]

• creative aspects of thinking in transitional and altered
states of consciousness [8,15]

• information processing in
associative secondary and
tertiary cortical regions, and in
prefrontal cortex [1-3]

• "frequency uprising" thought, under the influence of
ERTAS-amplification, from lower-frequency ULF (δ,θ)
unconscious form of subliminal thought to higherfrequency ULF (α,β,γ)conscious form [8,37]

• hierarchical primary,
secondary, and tertiary cortical
areas, for
semantic/pragmatic/syntactic
organisation [1-3,46]

• ULF lower-frequency (δ,θ) unconscious mother-tongue
and contextual second language learning, and higherfrequency (α,β,γ) conscious school second language
learning [8,37]

• amplitude and frequency
ERTAS modulation [1,37]

• Uniqueness of quantum-holographic codes of the genes,
acupuncture system, consciousness, and language
[15,33,34,37]
• deepen quantum-holographic attractors of the
acupuncture system, combined with EM interactions with
hierarchical neural ERTAS networks [8,15,37]
• holistic psychotherapeutic implications [8,15,37]:
REM-sleep and meditation (integration of conscious and
unconscious personality levels);
autogenic training (unconscious memorising of
autosuggestive contextual anti-stress messages);
deep psychotherapeutic techniques (recognition of
unconscious conflict and its ascending to conscious level,
with further integration of personality);
meridian (psycho)energetic therapies ("dissolving" of the
memory attractors of psychosomatic disorders, through
successive imposing of novel boundary conditions by
tapping/touching acupuncture points with simultaneous
visualisations of the associative chain of psychosomatic
disorders);

EMOTIONS

transpersonal Christian-religious techniques (bidirectional and simultaneous reprogramming of the
quantum-holographic acupuncture memory attractors of
the persons involved, through spiritually mediated
hesychastic prayer in transitional states of consciousness
of the praying person, as the only way for final
reprogramming of collective consciousness/"motor of
history" and changing of the preferences for individual
and collective future)
-

• short-range interactions by MW/ULF EM induction
(nonverbal hypnosis and healer diagnostics and/or ionic
transfer (healer/healee), with accompanied quantumholographic acupuncture-genetic control of ontogenesis
and morphogenesis [8]
• long-range global ULF EM interactions at the end of
altered states (Jung's collective unconsciousness) [8]

TRANSPERSONAL
INTERACTIONS

• long-range directional mentally-addressed quantumgravitational wormhole tunnelling of the displaced part of
MW/ULF EM/ionic acupuncture system, in quick
transitional states of consciousness ("astral projections"
of consciousness on organic and inorganic "targets",
without spatio-temporal limitations; "spiritual"
diagnostics and healing, with accompanied quantumholographic acupuncture-genetic control of ontogenesis
and morphogenesis) [8,15]

APPENDIX I: ON PARALLELS BETWEEN CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM
HOPFIELD-LIKE NEURAL NETWORKS
Hopfield’s classical neural networks has been extensively studied, simulated and used in
cognitive neuroscience too [2]. However, it has also been shown recently that Hopfield’s classical
neural network model is mathematically analogous to Feynman’s propagator version of the quantum
theory [38]. Hence, in this appendix the formal informational parallelism between classical and
quantum Hopfield-like neural networks will be overviewed.
In the model of Hopfield’s classical neural network, emergent collective computation is regulated
by minimization of the Hamiltonian energy function [2]

1 Nk Nk k k k
1
H = − ∑∑ J lj q l q j = −
2 l =1 j =1
2

Nk Nk

Pk

∑∑∑ q
l =1 j =1 i =1

ki
l

q kji qlk q kj

(I.1)
where qlk is the actual collective activity of the l-th neurone (out of Nk neurones in the k-th network
Kk), while q lki is the contribution of the activity of the l-th neurone when taking part in encoding the kth memory pattern (out of Pk existing memory patterns in the neural network Kk). The process of
gradient-descent of this energy function is a result of a web of interactions between the system of
neurones described by vector qk (with elements qlk) and the system of synaptic connections, described
by the memory matrix Jk (with elements J ljk ), which is manifested with appearance of Pk minima
(memory attractors) in the energy-state hyperspace of the neural network Kk (cf. Fig. 1).
Thus, in the model of Hopfield classical neural network, Hebbian dynamic equation for neuronal
activities
Nk

q (t 2 = t1 + δt ) = ∑ J ljk q kj (t1 ) or qkout (t2) = Jkqkin (t1)
k
l

(I.2)

j =1

and dynamic equation for synaptic connections (weights)
Pk

Pk

i =1

i =1

J ljk = ∑ qlki q kji or Jk = ∑ q ki q kiT

(I.3)

exhibit a joint classical parallel-distributed information processing system. This is one of the simplest
algorithms useful for theoretical brain modelling [2].
Equation (I.1) is global (variational) description, while system of equations (I.2-3) is local
(interactional) description of the learning of input-data vectors q ki , in Hopfield’s classical neural
network Kk. The corresponding neuronal activities can be inserted in the system of neurons qk
iteratively, or can be put in the very beginning simultaneously into the Hebb memory matrix Jk which
contains all synaptic weights J ljk .
Equations (I.2-3) can be rewritten in continuous form incorporating spatio-temporal description of
neuronal and synaptic activities:
qk out (r2, t2) = ∫∫ Jk (r2, t2, r1, t1) qk in (r1, t1) dr1dt1
Pk

Pk

i =1

i =1

Jk (r2, t2, r1, t1) = ∑ q ki (r2, t2) q kiT (r1, t1) or Jk (r2, r1) = ∑ q ki (r2) q kiT (r1)

(I.4)

(I.5)

The memory recall in Hopfield’s classical neural network is done by input-output transformation
q out = Jkqkin, or in developed form
k

Pk

qkout (r2, t2 = t1 + δt) = ∫ Jk (r2, r1) qkin (r1, t1) dr1 = ∫ [ ∑ q ki (r2) q kiT (r1)] qkin (r1, t1) dr1

(I.6)

i =1

From equation (I.6) it is obvious that if the input vector qkin is most similar to some of the previously
memorised vectors, say q k1 (and simultaneously almost orthogonal to all other memory vectors q ki , i ≠
1), then the output vector qkout converges to the memory pattern-qua-attractor q k1 , i.e. Hopfield’s
classical neural network Kk associatively recognises the vector q k1 .
Haken has shown that introduction of biologically more plausible neuronal oscillatory activities
gives richer dynamics of the neural network [39], with Hopfield’s classical neural net real-valued
variables replaced by the complex-valued ones (similarly to quantum variables, although in contrast to
thus conveniently modified classical formalism, the complex-valued quantum formalism is essential). A
step further is done with quantum generalization of Hopfield’s neural network: Sutherland’s
holographic neural network [40] and, equivalent to it, Peruš’s model of Hopfield-like quantum neural
network [3]. In this appendix we shall review Peruš’s model, based on the direct mathematical
correspondence between classical neural (left) and quantum variables (right) and corresponding
Hopfield-like classical and quantum equations, respectively:
qk ⇔ φ k, q ki ⇔ φ ki , Jk ⇔ Gk
(I.4) ⇔ (I.7), (I.5) ⇔ (I.8), (I.6) ⇔ (I.9)
The equations in pairs are mathematically equivalent, implying similar collective dynamics of the
neural and quantum systems, in spite of different nature of the set of neurons (qk) and their memory
synaptic connections (Jk) in the neural network Kk, on the one hand, and wave functions ( φ k) and their
propagator connections (Gk) in the quantum system Sk, on the other hand.
So, in Peruš’s model of the Hopfield-like quantum neural network [3], dynamic equation for the
wave function of the k-th quantum system Sk

φ kout (r2, t2) = ∫∫ Gk (r2, t2, r1, t1) φ kin (r1, t1) dr1dt1 or φ kout (t2) = Gk φ kin (t1)

(I.7)

and dynamic equation for the propagator of the quantum system Sk
Pk

Pk

G (r2, t2, r1, t1) = ∑ φ (r2, t2) φ (r1, t1)* or G (r2, r1) = ∑ φ i (r2) φ ki (r1)*
k

ki

ki

k

i =1

k

i =1

(I.8)
exhibit a joint quantum parallel-distributed information processing system, where φ ki are eigen wave
functions of the quantum system Sk.. So φ ki represents the memory state, and the propagator Gk
constitutes the memory of thus informationally interpreted quantum system Sk! (Actually, so defined
__

__

propagator Gk is related to the usually used Green function propagator G k, by equation Gk = -i G k
[38].)
The memory recall in Hopfield-like quantum neural network is done by input-output
transformation φ kout = Gk φ kin, or in developed form

φ

k
out

(r2, t2 = t1 + δt) = ∫ G (r2, r1) φ
k

k
in

Pk

(r1, t1) dr1 = ∫ [ ∑ φ i (r2) φ ki (r1)*] φ kin (r1, t1) dr1
i =1

k

(I.9)

i.e. in the other form (where one can recognise the quantum superposition principle, i.e. the
development of the wave function φ kout over the wave functions φ ki )
Pk

Pk

i =1

i =1

φ kout (r, t) = ∑ cki (t) φ ki (r) = ∑

∫

[ φ ki (r)* φ kin (r, t) dr] φ ki (r)

(I.9')

From equations (I.9) and (I.9') it is obvious that if the input wave function φ kin is most similar to
some of the previously memorized wave function, say φ k1 (and simultaneously almost orthogonal to all
other memory eigen wave functions φ ki , i ≠ 1), then the output wave function φ kout converges to the
memory pattern-qua-attractor φ k1 , i.e. Hopfield-like quantum neural network Sk

associatively

recognizes the eigen wave function φ k1 .
Or translated into orthodox language of the quantum physics [38], in the above example the
propagator Gk represents the projector onto the wave subspace/state φ k1 , i.e. makes reduction (collapse)
of the wave function φ kin of the quantum system into the eigen state φ k1 . Naturally, the collapse of the
wave function of the quantum processor (not only of the hereby considered associative quantum
memory) is also the final phase of the quantum computers as a network of quantum neurons (qubits)
[41] - as well as the quantum decoherence within the k-th consciousness [13], presumably through the
brain frontolimbic [1] process of the selection and amplification of the one out of many (parallel
processed subliminal ULF lowerfrequancy) unconscious pieces of information toward (ULF higherfrequancy) conscious thought in normal states of consciousness [8].
Hopfield-like quantum neural networks are better then the classical ones because of the quantum
phase differences which improve classical Hebbian amplitude coding [2]. Namely, by insertion of the
eigen wave functions φ ki in the form of modulated plane waves or wavelets [3],

φ (r, t) = Ak (r, t) e
ki

i
α k ( r ,t )
h i

i

(I.10)

the propagator of the quantum system Sk (I.8) becomes
Pk

G (r2, t2, r1, t1) = ∑ Aki (r2, t2) Aki (r1, t1)
k

e

i
(α k ( r2 ,t2 )−α ki ( r1 ,t1 ))
h i

(I.11)

i =1

which describes the two-fold memory encoding of the quantum system Sk: through the amplitude
correlation, similarly to Hebbian rule in classical associative neural networks [2],
Pk

∑A
i =1

ki

(r2, t2) Aki (r1, t1)

(I.11')

and through the phase differences, similarly to holography [40]:

δα k = α k (r2, t2) - α k (r1, t1)
i

i

i

(I.11'')

The correspondence of the informational-physical laws of neural and quantum physics, presented
in this appendix, seems to represent only one of illustrations of the deep fractal interrelations of the
laws of Nature on different levels. It has also been shown recently [42] that physical laws which
describe simple clocks, simple computers, black holes, space-time foam, and holographic principle - are
interrelated!

APPENDIX II: QUANTUM DECOHERENCE THEORY AND STATIONARY AND
NONSTATIONARY STATES OF A QUANTUM SYSTEM
Simply speaking, a process (effect) of decoherence is a physical process "induced" by
environment Ek of k-th quantummechanical system, leading by unavoidable interaction between
environment and quantum system to an effective, approximately classical-physical behaviour of the
quantum system Sk [5]. The composite system Sk + Ek, as the closed quantum system, is subject to the
Schrodinger law (although this does not holds true separately for neither Sk nor Ek, which are referred to
) )
)
)
as the open quantum systems), with Hamiltonian H = H Sk + H Ek + H int which exists in the unitary
)
)
)
operator of temporal evolution of the composite system: U (t ) = exp −2π iHt / h ≅ exp −2π iH int t / h
)
(as the interaction Hamiltonian ( H int ) is usually much greater than the "self-Hamiltonian" of the

(

)

)

(

)

)

mutually noninteracting system ( H Sk ) and environment ( H Ek )).
The first task is to calculate the state of the open system Sk, the so-called "reduced statistical
)
operator" ρ Sk :

)

ρ S (t ) = trE (U (t ) ρ S
)

)

k

k

+ Ek

)
(t = 0)U * (t )

)

(II.1)

)
where ρ Sk + Ek (t = 0) is the initial state of the composite system Sk + Ek, while " trE " refers to the
integrating over the environmental Ek degrees of freedom. Further, under the set of the special
conditions [43], one can observe the occurrence of the decoherence effect defined loosely as:
(i) in the representation of a special orthonormalized basis { φ ki

Sk

} of the Hilbert state space of the

system Sk - the so-called "pointer basis" - one obtains disappearance of the off-diagonal elements of
)
ρ Sk :

lim ρ Sk mm´ (t ) = 0 , m ≠ m´

(II.2)

t →∞

(ii) with the requirement of stability ("robustness") of the elements of the pointer basis:

)
H int φ ki

Sk

ϕ

Ek

= φ ki

Sk

ϕk

i

(II.3)

Ek

or equivalently

)
U (t ) φ k i

Sk

ϕ

Ek

= φ ki

ϕ k (t)

Sk

i

Ek

(II.4)
Then, effectively, there appear the environment-induced superselection rules (decoherence), which
forbid the coherent superpositions of certain states of the system Sk. In other words, decoherence
establishes existence and robustness of a preferred set of states - e.g. of the "pointer basis" - of an open
system Sk.
If the initial state of Sk is a coherent superposition, φ k

Sk

= ∑ c ki φ ki
i

Sk

, then the decoherence

process can be presented as:

φk

Sk

= ∑ c ki φ ki
i

Sk

)
τD
⎯⎯→
ρ Skk = ∑ cki
i

2

φk

i

Sk S K

φk

i

(II.5)

where τ D , the decoherence time, is the order of magnitude of the unfolding of the decoherence process.
Eq. (II.5) exhibits the loss of the initial coherence - which justifies the term decoherence [5].
)
The further task is the proper modelling of the interaction Hamiltonian, H int , in order to deduce (i)
and (ii), i.e. Eq. (II.5) for the composite system Sk + Ek. Without employing any details, we emphasise
that that virtually independently on the model of the environment Ek, the following simplest separable
interaction Hamiltonian fulfils our requirements (being necessary condition for decoherence effect)
[43]:

)
)
)
H int = CS k ⊗ DEk

(II.6)

where C stands for the coupling constant (determining the strength of interaction),
)
)
S k = ∑ k i φ ki
φ ki is the corresponding observable of the system Sk, and DEk is arbitrary
i

Sk Sk

observable of the environment Ek.
Everything presented above referred to stationary states established by decoherence process,
whose previous condition (ii) tends to freeze dynamics of an open system, once the system is in a
"preferred" stationary state.
However, in the case of nonstationary states resulted as a consequence of an external action on the
composite system Sk + Ek, the previous stationary state might be firstly broken and afterwards
accompanied by re-establishment of the effect of decoherence due to the interaction, Eq. (II.6). In this
context, the following physically and phenomenologically plausible assumptions can be introduced,
generally applicable to any quantum system [44]: (i) the external influence is much stronger then the
interaction Eq. (II.6), and (ii) after the external action, the composite system relaxes to equilibrium (a
stationary state) due to the interaction Eq. (II.6).
Hence, we have the following physical situation: initially, the composite system Sk + Ek is in a
"stationary state":

)

ρSk = ∑ | ck |2 φ k
k

i

i

i

Sk S K

φk

i

(II.7)

)
Then, the strong external action generally noncommuting with H int , Eq. (II.6), redefines the
environment Ek' during the time Text , giving rise to the following nonstationary state transformation for
the system Sk:

)

)

ρSk → ρSk´

(II.8)

)

(II.9)

k

k

such that, in general:

)

[ ρSkk , ρSkk´ ] ≠ 0

Next, after the external action, the composite system Sk + Ek' is subject to the nonstationary
relaxation process of the duration Trel , which in general gives rise to another state change of Sk:

)

)

ρSk´ → ρ Sk ´´
k

k

(II.10)

Finally, the relaxation process re-establishes the stationary state and interaction defined by Eq.
(II.6), which guarantees existence and stability of the stationary states of the system Sk, giving rise to its
final state [43,44]:

)

ρ Sk = ∑ wi φ k
´´´

k

i

i

)

Sk S K

φk

(II.11)

i

)

during the decoherence time τ D , of the transition ρ Skk´´ → ρ Skk´´´ .

)

)

The difference between initial ρSkk and final ρ Skk´´´ should be pointed out. Both states refer to the
stationary states φ ki

Sk

, guaranteeing their existence and stability. However, the relative contribution of

different states - i.e. their "statistical weights" - is different, wki ≠ | cki |2. In effect, there has occurred the
state change of system Sk, i.e. the shape change of the potential hypersurface in the energy-state space of
the system Sk, cf. Fig. 1.
The total duration of the nonstationary state change of the quantum system Sk reads:

T = Text + Trel + τ D

(II.12)

As the process of quantum decoherence is enormously fast (for manyparticle systems τ D <<10-23 s [5]),

Text + Trel >> τ D

(II.13)

then the duration of the state change of the quantum system Sk in our model is of the order Text + Trel , i.e.
determined by the duration of classical macroscopic processes of the external action and relaxation of
the system.
It should be pointed out that the proposed quantum-decoherence model might be generally applied
on any quantum system and its stationary states and excitations, from macromolecules and its
conformations [44] to acupuncture system and its psychosomatic states (considered in Ch. 3, in the
context of two cognitive modes of consciousness). So, for instance, during application of MRT therapy
into
for transferring disordered acupuncture system Sk from the psychosomatically excited state φ k2
Sk

the healthy ground state φ

k0
Sk

(cf. Fig. 1), it is necessary during the strong external action (Text) to
k

provide external microwave energy for skipping over potential barrier of the disordered state ( ΔESk2 , 0 ),
k

which after relaxation process (Trel) of taking-off the excess external energy ( ΔE Sk0 , 2 ), gives rise to

)

)

condition of the completed quantum state change of the acupuncture system ρSkk → ρ Skk´´´ , with
additional decoherence time (τD ) and decrease of one quantum of microwave energy in the state φ k2
and increase of one quantum of microwave energy in the state φ

k0
Sk

Sk

! By multiple repeating of this

process, the depth of the memory attractor k2 is getting shallower while the depth of the memory
attractor k0 is getting deeper, finally giving rise to complete erasing of the psychosomatic disorder
and deepening of the healthy state φ k0 , i.e. dynamic modification of the potential
φ k2
Sk

Sk

hypersurface of the acupuncture system, in full analogy with the situation of learning classical Hopfield
associative neural networks [2], cf. Fig. 1.
Finally, it should be added in the context of necessary conditions for decoherence process [43],
that defining of open quantum system and its environment is a simultaneous process - implying that,
within the context of universality of quantum mechanics, consciousness is only relative concept,
nonlocally defined with all distant parts of the existing observed Universe (and vice versa!) [45] - which
is in accordance with the idea of collective consciousness as a possible ontological property of the
physical field itself, with various microquantum and macroquantum (both nonbiological and biological)
excitations (cf. Ch. 2) [27].
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